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Amma Marfo is a thoughtful yet incurably silly higher

education professional, writer, and speaker. She holds a

Bachelor’s degree in Communication Studies from the

University of Rhode Island, and a Master of Education

from the University of South Florida.

Amma is an avid and prolific writer; she writes often for

her own blog (“The Dedicated Amateur”), is a contributing

editor to the Niche Movement Blog and Talking Points

Memo, and has guest written for a number of higher

education publications. Her first book, THE I’S HAVE IT:

Reflections on Introversion in Student Affairs, was released

in January 2014; her second, LIGHT IT UP: Engaging the

Introverted Student Leader, was released in October 2015.

She is an outspoken advocate for creativity, believes

strongly in the power of humor, and looks forward to

helping you find the way you live and work best. She's

looking forward to bringing her insightful delivery and

unique energy to you very soon!
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T H E  M A N I F E S T O

creativity

humor

energy

One of my least favorite statements on the face of this earth is,
“I’m not creative.”  The fact of the matter is, most of us have had
the creativity trained out of us. An orientation toward facts,
processes, and concrete results has taken the place of big
questions like “what if?” or “how can we?” Through exercises,
questions, and conversations, I’m aiming to reclaim creativity
as a trait universally contained in each individual.
Helpful For: facilitating student problem solving, creating new
traditions or programs, incorporating new perspectives + ideas 

According to laughter scientist (I want that job…) Larry
Provine, babies laugh 15 times more than their grown-up
counterparts. When did the idea of “adulting” get so boring?
Too many adults have given up on the idea of fun, laughter,
and whimsy as a part of everyday life. I want to help you
incorporate worldviews, techniques, and philosophies that
encourage you to (1) laugh more each day, and (2) help others
do the same.
Helpful For: improving organizational morale, rethinking
customer service, attracting new members to organizations

In so many ways, this is where it all started for me. Introverts
and extroverts alike should have the opportunity to survive,
thrive, and lead in the classroom, at work, in the world. How
can we cultivate spaces that allow these seemingly divergent
personalities to thrive?
By busting myths about the needs of each group, helping
colleagues and peers understand one another, and creating
practices and environments that create the best chance for
universal success.
Helpful For: emerging leaders, addressing and lessening
conflict in groups, creating norms for work environments



W H A T  P E O P L E  A R E  S A Y I N G

"Put simply, Amma is the type of person that everyone needs in
their life. She is an educator, a mentor, and a role model."
-Krystyn Ramdial, Ph.D. student, University of Central Florida

Her blend of sharp intellect, comedic wit, and creative energy comes
together to form a style that can reach her audience through a

variety of mediums. But above all, Amma aims to challenge the
perspectives of people she engages with, while motivating and

inspiring them to be better in their work and in their everyday life." 
-Jeff Parker, Red Rocks Community College (CO) 

"I have been extremely impressed with Amma's work ethic, drive and
intuition. She is forward thinking on behalf of the entire profession
of student affairs and as seen in her work experience is making a
significant impact." 
-Josie Ahlquist, Digital Leadership Speaker and Frequent Collaborator

"Amma's got a "wise beyond her years" vibe around so many topics,
especially on creativity, introversion, and humor. I'd trust Amma with
any audience, as her versatility can reach both professional staff and

students alike."
-Chris Conzen, Assistant Dean of Students, LIM College (NY)
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